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From: linda dixon 
Sent: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:40 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: BC HYDRO METER CHOICES PROGRAM

Subject: BC Hydro Smart Meter Opt-Out Program 
 
Please add the following Letter of Comment to the above-named proceeding. 
 
I am the registered account holder with BC and I am opposing BC Hydro's 
proposed Opt-Out Fees. 

______________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Dear Commission Members, 
 
Yesterday we received the 4th notice from BC Hydro coercing us to sign 
their meter choices enrolment form. 
 
And again BC Hydro makes a misleading statement: "..return 
your...form....or fees will apply". 
 
We received a letter with the request to sign an enrolment form at 
the end of September 2013. We responded by e-mail and mail on 
September 30, 2013. 
 
Our response stated very clearly that we do not accept a Smart Meter, 
and that we consider the proposed fees enormous and unacceptable. 
 
We received a second letter in spite of our response, and a third letter 
on November 12/2013. 
 
On November 20/2013, we received a phone call demanding that we MUST 
return the enrolment form. 
 
We are members of the class action law suit filed against BC Hydro and 
consider this correspondence and communication unethical to say the least. 
 
And now we are in receipt of yet another mailing. 
 
How can BC Hydro claim that people who reject a Smart Meter are costing 
BC Hydro so much extra, when it is BC Hydro that increases their 
administration costs in such irresponsible manner and is misusing the 
public's money. 
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Except the first mailing with the notification of the now available 
Op-Out Options, neither, the further mailings nor the phone call were 
necessary as our position and choice had been expressed very clearly. 
With every mailing and call we received we felt intimidated and threatened. 
 
We are asking the Commission not to allow BC Hydro to charge punitive 
and extortion fees to people who want nothing but live save and without 
intrusion in their homes. 
 
Please reduce the proposed opt-out fee to $ 1 per month since the 
Government's order removed the Commission's ability to disallow these 
discriminating charges all together. 




